Facilitating
Virtual Meetings
Preparing for and facilitating a virtual meeting is quite different from
in-person sessions. But with smart and thoughtful planning, they can
be just as effective – the tips below can help with this.
MEETING PREPARATION
1. Start with clear objectives and plan your session(s) to achieve these while considering the opportunities
for engagement in the virtual setting. Common types of engagement for in-person sessions include group
discussion, ice-breakers, working through scenarios, break out groups, etc. All these elements of engagement
can also be conducted in a virtual setting, though it requires planning and practice, and requires participants to
familiarize themselves with the virtual tools as well. Begin your planning well in advance of your virtual session.
2. Have clear and well-communicated expectations. Prepare an agenda containing clear meeting objectives
and listing key issues to be discussed. Inform participants of the role you expect them to play before, during, or
after the meeting, including:
▶
▶
▶
▶

completing any required pre-reads or prep work;
joining the session at least 5 minutes before the set start time to ensure their technology is working;
eliminating distractions for full collaboration;
actively participating throughout the meeting.

Send the agenda, pre-reading, and expectations to participants at least 24 hours before the meeting.
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4. Identify a Producer. The role of a Producer is to manage participant connection issues, track and raise questions
from participants, support use of collaboration tools, and generally allow you to focus on the delivery of content.
Your producer should be fluent on the technology being used. Meet with your producer in advance of your meeting
to ensure they understand the session objectives, agenda, desired flow, points of interactivity, etc. As a virtual
meeting facilitator, it’s nearly impossible to keep track of your own presentation and notes, while also paying
attention to questions, comments, and engagement of your participants, as well as troubleshooting any technology
challenges that may arise – so having a strong Producer is important.
5. Identify Notetakers, Small Group Facilitators, and other Presenters if applicable. Keep track of key questions,
topics for follow-up, and general notes throughout your meeting by appointing a notetaker. If your meeting or
workshop will use break out groups, appoint a notetaker and small group facilitator for each group.
6. Practice. Set up a brief practice session with your Producer, as well as any other meeting presenters/facilitators,
to test the technology settings (camera and audio options; file or application sharing; recording; use of chat boxes;
virtual break out rooms; virtual whiteboards; etc). Talk through the flow of the meeting and make note of points
where there will be high engagement or transition, such as participant use of chat boxes or whiteboards.

Table 1: Platform Comparison
FEATURES

TEAMS

ZOOM

SKYPE

Audio/Video meetings

YES

YES

YES

Instant meetings

YES

YES

YES

Schedule meetings

YES

YES

YES

Invite outside parties to meetings

YES

YES

YES

Share screen and/or files

YES

YES

YES

Record meetings and share recording

YES

YES

YES

Web app, mobile app and desktop app

YES

YES

YES

Full integration with Outlook

YES

YES

YES

Requires a paid license to host

NO

YES

NO

Allows easy use of break out groups

NO

YES

NO

Has a dial-in phone number

NO

YES

YES*

Allows you to see chat & participants while presenting

NO

YES

YES

Creates a transcript of your meeting with the recording

NO

YES

YES**

Conduct polls and get instant meeting feedback

NO

YES

YES*

*Skype for Business paid license only
**Live transcription in some languages

3. Choose your platform. Microsoft Teams, Zoom and Skype are good platforms for holding
virtual meetings. There are a few points to consider when trying to decide which would be best
for your meeting. If you require more advanced functionality, such as annotation tools, use of
break out rooms and polls, Zoom has these features. See a quick side-by-side comparison of
Teams, Zoom and Skype in Table 1 above. Make sure you and any other facilitators use a highquality headset to ensure optimal sound quality.
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STARTING THE MEETING

THROUGHOUT THE MEETING

1. Prepare your system in advance. At least 20 minutes before your virtual
meeting is scheduled to begin, log onto the meeting with your Producer,
small group facilitators if applicable, and anyone else planning to present
during the meeting, to set up and test all required features and settings,
such as:

1. Engage! A key to successful virtual sessions is making sure your participants are truly with you throughout the
event. It’s essential that you have moments of engagement with your participants every 5-6 minutes. This might
mean asking if there are questions (and waiting long enough to give participants a chance to respond) posing a
specific question, posting a poll, encouraging use of a Q&A or chat box, annotation tools, calling on people by
name, etc.

▶ camera and microphone settings for you, your producer, and
participants;
▶ file sharing or screen sharing;
▶ passing presentation capabilities to other presenters, if applicable;
▶ polling, yes/no buttons, break out rooms, whiteboards, and other
collaboration features you plan to use.

2. Collaborate! Avoid falling into a pattern of just flipping through a PowerPoint and speaking at your participants.
Think about how you would do things differently if you were all in the same room — having participants speak with
one another — and use virtual tools to foster the same sort of collaboration. Examples:
▶ Allow participants to post their notes on the interactive whiteboard or post their ideas in the chat box.
▶ Take breaks, but be strict on the timing, and have a poll or other point of engagement ready for when participants
return. This can help get them back into the session, and also will help you know when they’re back.
▶ Use virtual break out rooms for small group discussion. As you would for in-person meetings, keep the virtual
break out group number small, so members can unmute themselves and discuss freely, and also use video if
connectivity allows. Be sure you have prepped break out group facilitators in advance to be sure the discussions
run smoothly both in terms of technology and also substance.

2. Turn off your desktop notifications on Teams, close Outlook, etc.
Remove distractions for yourself, and ensure participants don’t see
notifications while you’re sharing your screen.
3. Use video. If connection allows, use video so your participants can
see you. Note video can slow down the connection speed for some
participants.

3. Have a backup plan in case technology fails. Just like when a projector stops working during an in-person
meeting, sometimes technology fails during virtual sessions. Always have a back-up plan for in case something
stops working. Here are a few things to consider:

4. Welcome your participants. Be ready 5-10 minutes before the meeting
start time to begin welcoming your participants.

▶ Back-up facilitator. In case your internet connection is interrupted or your computer freezes or crashes, have
your Producer or back-up facilitator ready to jump in and cover until you can rejoin the session.
▶ Back-up activity options. What if break out room technology doesn’t work as expected, or participant connectivity is too weak? Have alternative activities ready just in case.
▶ Participant version of deck. If connectivity is too weak for some participants, they may not be able to join the
interactive call, and rather need to connect simply via phone limited to audio. Have a participant version of your
PowerPoint or other materials ready so your Producer can send them an email of the deck and they may follow
along. Be sure to verbally note where you are in the presentation, should this be necessary.
▶ Take a few minutes to teach participants how to use engagement features, such as annotation, yes/no buttons,
polling, and chat boxes.

▶ Display session information or a task on the screen ready for
participants to engage on as soon as they join, such reminders to turn
off desktop notifications and removing distractions, or a poll to answer,
questions to consider, etc.
▶ Have your Producer troubleshoot connection or audio issues with
participants as needed.
▶ Use polling or yes/no features to ask participants to confirm they can
hear you and see your screen before you begin.
▶ Take a few minutes to teach participants how to use engagement
features, such as annotation, yes/no buttons, polling, and chat boxes.

For further guidance, please see Creating Engaging Virtual Trainings and Meetings, How To Deliver Remote Cultural
Orientation and Guidelines for Remote Case Management from EURITA.

5. Set expectations. Tell your participants what they should expect from the
virtual meeting. Share the clear meeting objectives and explain how the
virtual meeting itself will work. Briefly note the ways you’ll engage your
learners, such as use of chat boxes, polling, and whiteboards.

www.eurita.org
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